MON-C02: African Renaissance: A Continent on the Rise!
Panelists:
Hitesh Mehta FASLA FAAK RIBA Associate AIA

Hitesh Mehta is the President at HM Design, a holistic practice that started in
Nairobi, Kenya in 1990. Mr. Mehta has 30 years of work experience, consulted
in 64 countries (spanning six continents) in the world and is a multiInternational award-winning designer with Awards in Landscape Architecture,
Planning, Architecture, Urban Design, Creative Writing and Publishing, and
Interior Design. In 2015, Mr. Mehta was the recipient of United Nations
(UNEP/GFHS) “Outstanding Achievement Award” for his Landscape
Architectural work with alleviating poverty and protecting sensitive
ecosystems. He is also a Fellow of the Architectural Association of Kenya (AAK).

Anthony Wain Pr LArch BSc(Hons) HORT MA(LArch) MILASA

PLANNING PARTNERS
Anthony Wain is a Horticultural Scientist and Professional Landscape Architect,
trained in the U.K. and has 30 years’ experience in 20 countries worldwide.
Anthony is a Senior Landscape Consultant to the Aga Khan Trust for Culture,
was the first Mellon Resident Practitioner in 2015 at Dumbarton Oaks and
continues his studies at the University of Cape Town. His work encompasses
World Heritage Sites, city parks, mixed development projects and
conservation. He has published and presented many anecdotal papers on his
projects and spoken widely at conferences, or to any willing listener on
aeroplanes!

Caroline Wanza - Jomo Kenyatta University of Agriculture and Technology

Carolyn Wanza is a Landscape Architect and an Urban Designer, currently
pursuing a PhD in Urban Ecology. She is an Assistant Lecturer at the Jomo
Kenyatta University of Agriculture and Technology, which is the only fullyfledged Undergraduate Landscape Architecture program in Africa. She is also
the current Chairperson, Education and Academic Affairs Committee (EAA) of
the IFLA Africa region. As a member of the Architectural Association of Kenya,
she has served as the Vice Chairperson of the Landscape Architects Chapter
as well as a member in various workforce committees in the same chapter.

SESSION MARKETING STATEMENT:
The economies of many African countries are burgeoning and the Landscape
Architecture profession, both from a professional and educational perspective
is enjoying a renaissance all over the continent. This session highlights rural
and urban ecological and social work from HM Design and Planning Partners,
and presents opportunities in Landscape Education institutions.

PANEL DIVERSITY:
This panel includes multiple voices and varying points of view from three
important fast-growing regions of Africa – South, East and West. The
presenters are from diverse backgrounds and will bring to the panel, expertise,
work experience and knowledge in the fields of urban planning and design,
sustainable tourism and conservation planning, and African Landscape
Architecture programs.
Examples:
•

•

•

The moderator and panel reflect a diverse collection of expertise,
experience, and background: Asian-African, Black African, Caucasian
African respectively;
In order to illustrate the full scope of the projects featured in this session,
the panel is comprised of three professionals who have backgrounds and
experience in: landscape architecture, horticultural science, urban
planning, urban design, architecture.
This panel provides discipline diversity, engaging professionals from the
fields of protected area planning, ecotourism, socially inclusive design,
urban public realm and academia.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
1. Learn how Landscape Architects are using innovative sustainable planning
techniques to conserve biodiversity in African protected areas.
2. Examine the sensitivity, diversity and complexity required in testing
physical and urban African environments.
3. Gain insight on how participatory planning methods are helping create
social empowerment and helping alleviate poverty.
4. Understand the challenges and successes of African Landscape
Architecture Educational programs, and learn about studying and teaching
opportunities in these schools.

THE CONSERVATION AND TRANSFORMATION OF LANDSCAPE IN
URBAN AFRICA:
Anthony Wain Anthony@planpart.co.za
A.

Introduction to Post-Colonial Cities that are struggling to adapt and
expand in ways that uplift the urban environment and the living
standards and lifestyles of their inhabitants.

B.

Explanation on how ‘Heritage Landscape Nature Conservation and
Cultural Tourism’ have become key resources in the definition of a new
and pragmatic urban envelope.

C.

Illustrate sensitivity, diversity and complexity in testing physical and
urban environments. Their successes are original and remarkable,
their failures are instructive?
Demonstrate the intrinsic resilience, character and authenticity of
Africans and Africa.

Case Study 1 : Zanzibar

D.
E.

1.

Introduction to case studies:
The revitalization of the UNESCO World Heritage Site of Stone Town,
Zanzibar. 1990 -2018
➢ Stone Town’s historic seafront is a major ensemble of local and
colonial architecture, in a lush tropical setting.
➢ The degradation of the sea wall created an imperative for action.
➢ In 1994, an integrated Conservation Plan was launched and became
the template for future interventions. A fortunate combination of
international Funding, and AKTC (Aga Khan Trust for Culture) Project
management enabled the first phase of the project to commence.
➢ The project had the backing of national and local government. Stone
Town Conservation and Development Authority, Cultural Institutions
and public participation were intrinsic to the proposals.
➢ In later phases Environmental Management was introduced in line
with legislative progress. An engagement policy gave sound results.
Questions:
➢ Can residents and tourists share common space and amenities?
➢ How can design deal with over tourism?

NOTES:

2. Urban recreation and conservation in Parc National du Mali, Bamako.
Case Study 2 : Bamako

➢ AKTC working with the Government of Mali, to initiate a major
intervention, adjacent to the National Art Gallery, to transform a
derelict botanical garden into a modern, high quality urban park.
➢ The park site occupied a steeply defined valley bounded by tiered
cliffs. It had previously served the colonial city as a stormwater
detention system.
➢ With loss of amenity and dwindling visitors the garden became
insecure, unmanageable and simply a dumping ground.
➢ The campus of the National Art Gallery was reunited with the
botanical garden site road closure and the transformation of an
unkempt suburban road to magnificent pedestrian Boulevard.
➢ All the conservation worthy trees on the site were kept as were the
huge rock outcrops and dams, some only discovered after clearing of
alien vegetation was well underway.
➢ Hundreds of people were employed on the site in all sorts of roles to
make the park happen.
➢ Old paths were renovated, new paths threaded amongst plantations
and along the river. New plantings and parking came, entrance
buildings and new fencing facilitated a “pay to enter” park economy,
tested in the original Needs and Desires survey.
➢ Exercise facilities were formally and informally incorporated, vital to
a young community.
➢ Extensive lighting was provided to extend the cooler evening use of
the park, with a forest transformed by shadows and up lit canopies.
Question:
➢ Should the public pay to enter parks in emerging cities?
NOTES:

Case Study 3 : Cape Town

3. The creation of a radical new city based on recycled water, Cape Town,
South Africa
➢ Rabie Property Group has built a ‘city within a city’ on a greenfield
site adjacent to Cape Town’s busiest highway, the N1.
➢ Century City is now a sought-after destination offering a wide range
of opportunities to live, work and play in a safe and secure
environment to a new generation of South Africans.
➢ In 2004, Century City was home to a few office blocks, Cape Town’s
only theme park and a Shopping Centre, South Africa’s largest. But
this development initially failed.
➢ A new developer with a new urbanism concept took over – Rabie
New residents ranged from single professionals, to young couples,
families and retirees. “The principle was based on new urbanism, but
rather than an academic concept, the approach is to adapt and
respond to what buyers want.
➢ A Property Owners’ Association was put in place for the governance
and administration of a model independent municipality, focused on
public transport with a nature reserve.
➢ The Story of Century City is far from over, with a new wave of
development in progress, which will see further investment of more
than R4 billion.
➢ Century City utilizes treated sewer water for irrigation and toilets. Its
stormwater runs into canals and water bodies to uplift the
environment.
Question:
➢ How do conventional cities cope with climate change, and water
shortages?
NOTES:

PROTECTED AREA PLANNING AND SOCIAL EMPOWERMENT
Hitesh Mehta hm@h-m-design.com
Case Study 4: Tanzania

A. Understanding the big picture
1. The statistics and challenges of African rural -urban migration.
Understand how rural landscapes are constantly in transition due to
threats posed by climate change, mining, roads and logging.
2. Defining Integrated Sustainable Tourism and Biodiversity
Conservation Planning
3. Highlighting Sustainable Tourism criteria related to Landscape
Architecture and planning
B. Introduction to implementable solutions at the regional and site scale
1. Understanding issues of biodiversity conservation and social
development in and around protected areas
2. Strategies required for landscapes affected by overpopulation and
war.
3. On-site sketching methods and techniques in foreign cultures and
fragile biodiverse landscapes.
4. Explore, during the site analysis process, the immersion into nature
and culture
C. The case for fauna/flora conservation and social development.
1

Jambo Kilimanjaro Ecolodge, Mt. Kilimanjaro, Tanzania.

➢ Discuss the challenges of the site and describe the unique process
from site analysis through construction documents.
➢ Share how a project is developed through collaborative partnerships
with community stakeholders (Maasai peoples), for-profit and nonprofit partners.
➢ Explain the collaborative process within the consultant team and with
the community and client groups
NOTES:

2
Case Study 5: Ivory Coast

Parc National D’Azagny Product Development Plan, Ivory Coast.
Hana River Ecolodge, Tai National Park, Ivory Coast.

➢ Learn about fragile natural areas in Ivory Coast and how new natural
resource planning paradigms are empowering native communities
while at the same time protecting the sanctity of those places.
➢ Discuss the challenges faced in a RAMSAR site which is home to rare
and endangered bird species as well as Chimpanzees, Pygmy
Hippopotamus, Forest Elephants and Buffalo.
➢ Share the overall objective which is to jumpstart ecotourism in these
National Parks and in so doing help benefit local communities and
protect endangered species.
➢ Develop a landscape strategy that considers existing infrastructure
and integrates it into the designed experience of the new protected
areas.
➢ Observe how improvements and enhancements are made to an
existing dilapidated lodge located in Parc National de Taï, (TNP), a
UNESCO World Heritage Site.
NOTES:

Case Study 6: Kenya
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Eagles Camp, Naboisho Conservancy, Kenya.
➢ Introduce the integrated planning process that involves the local
community from day one..
➢ Understand the methodology that helps create a holistic location yet
contributes to sustainable development
➢ The presentation illustrates novel approaches to integrated
sustainable planning such as:
o Management of tourism to protect cultural resources
o The role of tribal rituals and customs in landscape planning
o Management of environmentally sensitive ecosystems
o Local community ownership of planning processes
➢ Learn about Egoless but Ecomore planning and design
➢ Present how the Lodge Site Plan borrows from vernacular Maasai
homestead planning principles and marries it with modern
approaches.
➢ Learn about the various indigenous inspirations that shapes the
planning and design.

NOTES:

AFRICAN LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE EDUCATION
Caroline Wanza < cwanza@sabs.jkuat.ac.ke>
A. Historic overview of Landscape Architectural education in Africa.
➢ 1971: School of Landscape Architecture - University of Pretoria, South
Africa
o Tshwane University of Technology
o University of Cape Town
o Western Cape University of Technology
➢ 2000: Jomo Kenyatta University of Agriculture and Technology,
Nairobi, Kenya
➢ 2008:
o University of Akoka, Lagos
o Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria, Nigeria
➢ 2015: Ethiopian Institute of Architecture Building Construction & City
Development
➢ 2017: I’Ecole d’Architecture de Casablanca EAC, Morocco

Gra d uate t o P r a c tice
D i s t ributi on

Graduates 100%
Practicing Graduates 45%

B. Landscape Education as game of numbers.
➢ Show the programs offered in different institutions across the
continent.
➢ Show the distribution of students these institutions.
➢ Highlight the reasons as to why some graduates practice after
training and others do not.

C. Regional Landscape Architecture Education number and spread
➢ Highlight existing schools across the continent.
➢ Plans to establish more programs.
NOTES:

D. International Federation of Landscape Architects (IFLA) intervention.
➢ Where we are?
o A look into the 2017-2019 Mandate (RABAT, MOROCCO,
DECLARATION ON LANDSCAPE)
o A recap of the March 6, 2017 - March 9, 2017 African
Landscapes Dialogue: Integrated Landscape Management in
Practice (ADDIS ABABA, ETHIOPIA, Convention)
➢ Where we hope to be
o Training global landscape architects.
o Share tools, research and experiences through collaborative
training.
E. Challenges, opportunities and preferred solutions
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Recognition of the programs.
Establishment of more training institutions.
Intervarsity collaborative training programs.
Student-lecturer exchange programs.
Encourage more community-based studio projects.

NOTES:
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